World-wide Hitler syndrome to re-appear technologically: 7 years

Let’s correlate the 1934 period when planet Uranus crossed the Sun sign degree of Hitler 0 degrees astrological sign Taurus happening once again this May.

At this time with Hitler newly in power, Uranus entered the real estate and crop-profits income sign of Taurus.

Hitler managed to annex land such as Austria, Poland and planned the take-over of the wheat production land of the Ukraine which is once again the source of deep turmoil.

At this time world zionists declared war on Germany.

Simultaneously, the subject of currencies in the depression days took on critical moves as president Roosevelt seized all the gold in the United States with serious penalties for mere possession of gold.

Since planet Uranus is a science and technology planet including electronics, Hitler was forced to develop microwave cooking to feed his troops invading the Ukraine. Again, critical measures were required of Stalin since he blackened and burnt the land and available fuel as he retreated in front of the Hitler invasion to deny them cooking fuels.

At the time, planet Uranus was beginning a negative ‘square’ aspect to planet Pluto in Leo -- the sign of aggressive powerful empires that were made penniless.

By the end of the 2nd war Britain was broke having exhausted itself and colonies to fight the war -- and lost colonies such as India and various controls over its empire.

Due to the world war, Uranus' seven year advance through Taurus tremendous technological warfare technologies in many countries saw newly created and developed warfare devices.

This included radar, the nuclear bomb with four nations (U.S., Soviet Union, Japan and France) working feverishly on nuclear warfare, the wooden mosquito fighter/bomber jet in Canada that flew at 400 miles an hour surpassing Mussolini’s high speed lightweight fighters and only met by even faster early primitive jet fighters of Hitler at war’s end.

Alien ‘foo fighers’ flying objects were reported by bomber crews flying over Germany -- considered today to be alien vehicles or what we may refer to as a version of UFOs.
The Hitler gang took over the Vril group of female psychics program which had inspired some fellow Germans to successfully build German UFOs. As psychics the women had to contend with Sumerian texts to comprehend and achieve successful construction thereof with the aid of everyday Germans some of whom mortgaged farms to pay for development.

They were considered to have left the planet during wartime.

Hitler’s navy chief at one time informed him that Germany’s U-boats possessed an impenetrable base referring to Antarctica. It is considered that aliens augmented production of the UFOs for military weaponry which is claimed to have kept Hitler himself out of the complete picture.

A real fact was the 1947 defeat of Admiral Byrd’s navai fleet attempted Antartica landing due to reported UFOs that made some of his weaponized fleet vessels to disappear and fighter jets destroyed.

So once again we see world class political and religious leadership reporting to Antartica for whatever reason.

This period marked the precedence of technological advances which continue to this day. The U.S. moon landing is considered to be a German success as the ‘paper clip’ scientists kidnapped from Germany after the war were in control of NASA’s technological initiative. This group was responsible for utilizing slave labour to build the V-2 drone rockets flown to hit Britain. These same people launched John Glenn into orbit. U.S. citizens at NASA insisted that a window be placed in his orbiting capsule the first time a citizen orbited which the Germans did not feel necessary.

The Soviet Union had kidnapped a better group of scientists who had previously launched Sputnik and orbited Yuri Gagarin.
Below is a picture of a German wartime UFO as documented in Bill Tompkins’ book: *Selected by Extraterrestrials: My life in the top secret world of UFOs*

Tompkins died last year at age 93 and was interviewed several times on the rens.com website. Tompkins was involved in the secret design of man-made space vehicles involving Lockheed -Martin and other space industries. He was reported to be a hybrid and his father was a Mason although he gave no credence to the Masonic background.

These events led to satellites, international space stations and manned Solar Warden space vehicles unknown to the general public --understood to involve co-operation and trade with various inter-galactic alien nations. The 2nd war involved world-wide war. Today, we have the international internet.

We are not reporting here on the level of Russia’s current activities with aliens.

Today, with Uranus at the same point after 84 years we have electronic planet Uranus repeating the disruption of currencies, gold, etc.

We now have the internet and its Bitcoin phenomenon with up to 1,000 other crypto-currencies.
It is interesting to view Bitcoin’s existence as an eventual aid to the Rothschild 33 trillion dollar empire. J.P. Morgan CEO Dymon claimed it was a fraud but took his word back as his world-control Rothschild front Goldman Sachs bank is about to launch a bitcoin investment fund.

Block chain technology systems are developed by Walmart to accommodate bitcoin transactions.

Soros, Wall Street banks are involved with Bitcoin.

In contrast to Bitcoin development it was rumored that Russia would jail for four years anyone owning Bitcoin. Iran and China also bar bitcoin although it exists underground in China. These events are reminiscent of Roosevelt’s seizure of gold also banning any citizen possession of gold.

The dark shadow of the Rothschilds plan to control the world with yet another weapon: Bitcoin.

In the last year we see that Germany has recovered tens of billions of gold from the U.S.. Turkey is currently demanding the return of their gold from the U.S. The State of Texas is demanding its gold to be returned.

The Venezuelan government is challenging the U.S. dollar questioning its viability since it may not possess gold at Fort Knox. UFOs utilize gold. The Venezuelans are guaranteeing their new crypto-currency oil-coin is guaranteed by their enormous oil reserves.

The development of robots, Bitcoin, AI, etc. are a disruptive development that will change society since unemployment and lack of high-paying jobs, also low-paying jobs disappear. The North American economy is actually standing still as the NYSE stocks have slipped back into the 23,000 level from 26,000 within one year. This also includes the disruptive acceptance of what is termed ‘politically correct’ protection of the gay and black communities.

Fashion designers under the influence of Uranus in their charts require young females to demonstrate ultra-thin boy-like bodies on fashion runways. Ultra-thin female bodies deny their reproduction capabilities which are also occasionally displayed by TV news readers.

Several TV series featuring UFOs are very popular with ‘Ancient Aliens’, MUFON’s Hangar 1, UFO’s declassified, etc. now appear. Also, frequent internet interviews and individual MUFON productions and popular conventions on UFOs gain not only acceptance but genuine popularity sufficient to receive commercial advertising monies.
We also have individuals professing to have been military space soldiers on Mars correlated with the British hacker Gary McKinnon who accessed U.S. military websites to ascertain U.S. citizens as extra-terrestrial soldiers including the aforementioned Solar Warden space efforts unknown to the broad public.

Elon Musk and other billionaires are in the actual business of creating vehicles to not just travel to the boring Moon but Mars as well. A pattern once again of seizing land? These attempts to build space vehicles are currently limited to conventional rocket propellants. Actual space travel understood to have been achieved already by U.S. military is not mentioned although we are not told what technology these private billionaires may have in their possession.

About 1998 physicist Jack Sarfatti told us he was holding a private convention get-together at York University which would include Laurence Rockefeller to discuss creation of Earthling-made UFOs. The vehicles to be constructed would somehow be capable of extensions of the psyche of the pilot(s). As such they would also be time-travel vehicles to achieve inter-galactic travel without so-called travel at the speed of light.

Given the history of the Hitler time phenomenon of seizing land it suggests that aliens themselves are interested once again with not only a visible presence on Earth but continued control of Earthlings. Recent discoveries of electrical fields around Earth have been made (possibly) with the idea of our mind-control. One individual has reported to us of deep dreams reporting just that.

It is considered that Targeted Individuals or TIs are subjected to paranormal victimization by top weapons makers like Lockheed-Martin as the source of this phenomenon accessing alien technology. This criminality is excused as “research” for manipulation of fellow humans. Research on this has taken more than 12 years for Toronto Street News involving close personal contact with five TIs reporting the various effects suffered. Victims have told us of being levitated but are reluctant to report this in fear of being declared crazy. Skeptics will claim this is an illusion but long time activists now retired like Eleanor White (See the internet) a former U.S. navy electronics engineer now living in Ontario who has emailed us for 15 years at one time to report the welds holding her metal office chair being removed. Missing objects re-appearing and other impossible events.

So-called Conspiracy program produced by Richard Syrett failed to explain this adequately giving a so-called skeptic more credibility than the actual victimization of Targeted Individuals. An exposure of Syrett will be reported here later.
We can expect technological advances in food production and hopefully environmental projects to reverse damages Earthlings have done to the planet -- something aliens have suggested needs to be done.

Remote viewers and abductee victims report this concern.

As Uranus crossed over Hitler’s Sun degree in 1934 it was in square/bad aspect to planet Pluto in Leo identified at the time as aggressive empires shadowing the planet. These empires were dealt financial and political blows with Britain being penniless at the end of the war with Churchill out of power and England in a welfare state also losing India and and colonies as time passed.

This time, May 2018 we see Uranus beginning a co-operation with Pluto. It is expected that we will see the advance of a police state with loss of human rights, privacy issues lost. An extreme police state would suggest military martial law. President Trump shares space at the White House with U.S. military generals in power positions.

In the U.S. we see the military poised to open military courts to move on pedophile, political corruption on a mass scale. The U.S. president is supported by military heavy-weights some of whom were fired/retired by Hillary Clinton and Obama for their honesty.

I will try not to push an astrology comprehension of political events but we will say that the CIA was created when heavy-duty planets Pluto and Saturn were in friendly aspect to each other. This time, Saturn is in its own authority sign Capricorn along with Pluto. They will be in the same degree as well as being in the same sign until 2020. So, like Santa who knows if you’ve been ‘naughty or nice’ a disciplined clean-up of political, financial and child trafficking will occur. With Pluto there we also see banks forced to pay billions in institutionalized Wall Street frauds. Pluto tests corruption and weak points leading to destruction whenever possible. Below is a graphic of the locations of tens of thousands of indictments reported to be acted upon soon.
Unfortunately, this may require a type of martial law control of society as Wall Street’s lies accompanied by main stream media lies promoted by the same Wall Street gang.

Consequently we may see reduction or cancellation of U.S. military posts around the world.

Hillary’s Democratic supporters, corrupt courts and officials in civil law court juries will not convict her and others even with evidence to do so which is why military courts are planning on military courts based on national treason priorities.

Martial law is also possible as the fake news that the North American economy is expanding significantly. People may be destitute on a mass scale.
As we have reported on our vixpredictor.com website the U.S. lies about inflation and unemployment are true distortions as mass part-time jobs created by Obama are a result of the U.S. working people accepting subsistence lives as actual buying power of workers has dropped for perhaps more than 20 years. False low inflation claims do not take into account housing costs, rising food costs and the trillion dollar debt of students applying for education. Major debt payments on $20 trillion owing is not mentioned.

The major lie that subjected many investors to lose is when:

The actual VIX (volatility index) jumped as Trump came to power but the volume of sales on the New York Stock Exchange dropped to its lowest in many years. Instead of a broad market based on public citizens investing in corporations it was only the corporations themselves that bought the most shares -- buying their own shares to maintain stock value and reduce the number of shares that would require dividend payments.

The next level of buyers of shares on the NYSE was the privately-owned Federal Reserve. To not be blamed solely for this they involved the Swiss National Bank to also buy shares on the NYSE buying $84 billion at one time -- including Apple. Then, as viewers of facts such as Toronto Street News watched this they had to involve the Japanese National Bank to also buy shares.

So, without the public buying, and without real large demand by average citizens, the NYSE ARTIFICIALLY rose the price of stocks in the biggest quick rise in history. It finally drew in small investors who lost their shirts as the NYSE and others such as NASDAQ lost money.

One example of the inflation lie is when steaks rose from $10 a pound to $25 a pound the ‘Fed’ will say that you are still able to eat meat -- hamburger at $5 a pound. Housing, food, energy and education pricing is somehow missing from true inflation figures. The U.S. economy is standing still. Technology is helping the rest of the world to so-called catch up. Under Presidents Bush, Clinton and Obama the banks ordered corporations to send jobs offshore with the head of Goldman Sachs Paulsen visiting China/Asia 18 times to develop their low-income workers with U.S. technology and corporate production as China is now the largest car-market -- to leave U.S. to subsist. He was later given $30 million to retire and become U.S. Treasury Secretary to get congress to bail out the banks for $700 billion.

Trump campaigned politically by attacking China for manipulating its currency lower but in his presidency the U.S. dollar has dropped about 13% -- almost 1% a month since his election. China, Russia, Venezuela, and Iran and others are working on challenging the U.S. petro-dollar value.------------------

Currently, we see nations preparing to fight each other in space by developing technologically advanced weapons capable of knocking out each other’s satellites.
The ongoing development of space weaponry as well as robotic military weaponry on Earth is being repeated on a world-wide scale including cyber-war.

When English remote viewer / psychic / author / former MI-5 agent Tim Rifat returned from Vietnam teaching killing by remote viewing programs he invented he found his Faraday Cage flat in England destroyed by authorities.

Desperate economic disruptions by Uranian technology for AI, robotics, etc. result in unemployment and loss of citizen control and subsistence living standards many of which already exist. High-paying jobs will never exist on a mass scale. Control will be in the hands of a military-type authority.

Aliens are here.